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영어 영역

28. 다음 글의 밑줄 친 부분 중, 어법상 틀린 것은?
In the early 1950s a theory was suggested that men 

or animals that have been exposed for some time to a 

particular sensory stimulus respond with pleasure to 

minor variations from ①  that stimulus. And confirmatory 

evidence has come from a number of studies. For 

instance, human babies ②  who have been made familiar 

with a particular ‘abstract’ visual pattern take pleasure 

in seeing new patterns ③  which are minor transformations 

of the original. Among animals, it has been shown, for 

instance, that chicks who have been ‘imprinted’ early in 

life on an artificial stimulus soon come to prefer new 

stimuli ④  which are slightly different from the one they 

are familiar with. Neither babies nor chicks are attracted 

to stimuli which are wholly unrelated to ⑤  which they 

have already seen. 

29. 다음 글의 밑줄 친 부분 중, 문맥상 낱말의 쓰임이 적절하지 
  않은 것은?

One key to writing about emotion is ①  focusing on 

word choice. Mark Twain has some wise words to share 

with us. Twain once noted, “The difference between the 

right word and the almost right word is ... the 

difference between the lightning bug and the lightning.” 

Twain’s advice here should be ②  taken to heart, 

especially with matters of the heart. Be sure you’re 

paying particular ③  attention to vocabulary selection as 

you describe the ④  emotions of your character in any 

given scene. Does Billy storm out of the room? Stagger 

out of the room? Lumber out of the room? Totter out 

of the room? Crawl out of the room? Each of these 

words has an ⑤  interchangeable connotation, and selecting 

the right word — not the almost-right word, as Twain 

advises us — is going to make all the difference.

*connotation: 함축적 의미

[31~33] 다음 빈칸에 들어갈 말로 가장 적절한 것을 고르시오.

31. When you study economic growth, jobs, and interest 

rates you have to keep in mind that globalization is exerting 

an often hidden influence, the way a distant planet’s 

gravitational pull alters another planet’s orbit. Local 

businesses and consumers could be doing fine, but if the 

global economy is sickly then U.S. exports will be weak, 

affecting jobs, incomes, and growth at home. Americans’ 

wages will be tugged up or down by what workers making 

the same thing earn in other countries. The price of gasoline 

is subject to how much oil China and India consume. And 

policies Congress wants for favored industries may be 

dropped because they violate world trade rules.

① useless effect ② physical force

③ political support ④ hidden influence

⑤ economical reinforcement

32. To the casual viewer, a film about high school may be 

nothing more than simple entertainment. When the films are 

viewed collectively, however, the high school film genre 

reveals patterns that go beyond entertainment and teach 

deeper lessons about American culture. Motion pictures 

do not necessarily reflect the high school experience 

accurately. Hollywood routinely twists and shapes reality 

to maximize dramatic or comic effects. Films must also 

frame complicated social relationships within two hours and 

on a two-dimensional canvas. Nevertheless, even if they are 

not precise social documents of real high schools and real 

adolescents, these high school films are still culturally 

meaningful. That is, they have something to teach us about 

how Americans make sense of education, adolescence, and 

class inequality.

① they have something to teach us

② they reveal culturally ideal images

③ students disclose their real intention

④ films show an unique world view of director

⑤ Hollywood’s effects glorify a superficial illusion
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33. Each geographical region and each cultural group of 

persons has its own pottery fashions that rapidly go through 

short-lived generations. Pottery is easily broken but the 

resulting fragments are nearly indestructible and leave 

valuable clues for archaeologists. Fragments enable them to 

determine the time, place, and size of cultural areas and the 

changes in these areas. There are hundreds of volumes 

describing the sequences of pottery styles throughout the 

world, including both the location and date at which each 

existed. For example, if a farming village was occupied for 

just a generation or two then its pottery would allow the 

village site to be dated because it would consist of styles 

from that period in time.

① leave irrelevant clues with it
② allow the village site to be dated
③ serve evidences of housing culture
④ enable archaeologists to identify its users
⑤ act as an destructive driver causing fragment

34. 다음 글의 빈칸 (A), (B)에 들어갈 말로 가장 적절한 것은?
Experiences of family members during the immigration 

influence patterns of gender socialization.    (A)   , 

Mexican married couples who migrate to the United 

States tend to adopt more egalitarian family roles. This 

is not simply the result of living in a different culture, 

as many would believe, but is an adaptation to 

migration itself. Families are often separated during the 

early phases of their migration. Men may live in 

bachelor communities for a time, where they often learn 

to cook and clean for themselves. Once the family is 

reunited, the men do not necessarily discard these 

newly learned behaviors.    (B)   , in China, women 

have historically had low rates of labor force 

participation, but when they migrated to the United 

States, like other immigrant groups, women’s work was 

necessary to support families. Cultural norms about the 

desirability of women working then change as the result 

of actual experience. 

*egalitarian: 평등주의의
        (A)                  (B)       
① For example     ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧  Conversely
② On the contrary ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧  Similarly
③ In other words   ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧  Conversely
④ For example     ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧  Similarly
⑤ On the contrary ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧   Furthermore

35. 다음 글에서 전체 흐름과 관계 없는 문장은?
Public policy for consumers is the establishment of 

laws and regulations that govern business practices in 
order to protect consumers. ①  Those interested in 
shaping public policy study consumer behavior to 
understand the public needs and wants, and at the 
same time, to protect the public from unfair, unethical, 
or dangerous business practices. ②  For example, in the 
packaged foods industry, the use of chemicals and 
preservatives has steadily increased as manufacturers 
have developed longer-lasting and more convenient 
forms of packaged food. ③  In response, consumers have 
become increasingly concerned about the ingredients in 
processed food products because of their potential health 
risks and the nutritional consequences of synthetic 
additives. ④  These synthetic additives usually add tasty 
flavors with cheap cost, so that U.S. government 
authorizes its use. ⑤  As a result, U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration regulations now require marketers of 
food products to supply nutritional information on 
product packages in the form of “nutrition facts label.” 

*synthetic additive: 합성 첨가물
[36~37] 주어진 글 다음에 이어질 글의 순서로 가장 적절한 

  것을 고르시오.

36. 

  
Aesthetics is the area of philosophy that concerns our 

appreciation of things as they affect our senses, and 
especially as they affect them in a pleasing way.

(A) We appreciate not only art, but also nature: broad 
horizons, fiery sunsets, and towering mountains. 
Moreover, our appreciation reaches beyond pristine 
nature to our more mundane surroundings: the 
solitude of a neighborhood park on a rainy evening, 
the chaos of a busy morning marketplace, the view 
from the road. 

(B) As such, it frequently focuses primarily on the fine 
arts, the products of which are traditionally designed 
to please our senses. However, much of our aesthetic 
appreciation is not confined to art, but directed 
toward the world at large.

(C) Thus, there is a need for an aesthetics of the 
environment, for in such cases our aesthetic 
appreciation includes our surroundings: our 
environment.

*pristine: 오염되지 않은, 자연 그대로의 
**mundane: 일상적인

① (A)  (C)  (B)   ② (B)  (A)  (C)
③ (B)  (C)  (A)   ④ (C)  (A)  (B)
⑤ (C)  (B)  (A)
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37.

  

Natural selection balances the costs and benefits of social 
behaviors. Most social interactions can be dissected into a 
series of behavioral acts by one individual, the donor of 
the behavior, directed toward another, the recipient of the 
behavior. 

(A) The attacked individual (the recipient in this case) 

may respond by standing its ground or by fleeing; in 

either case, it becomes the donor of a subsequent 

behavior.

(B) The donor-recipient distinction is, therefore, useful 

because each act has the potential to affect the fitness 

of both the donor and the recipient.

(C) One individual delivers food, the other receives it; one 

threatens, the other is threatened. When one individual 

attacks another, the attacker may be thought of as the 

donor of a behavior. 

*dissect: 분석하다
① (A)  (C)  (B)   ② (B)  (A)  (C)
③ (B)  (C)  (A)   ④ (C)  (A)  (B)
⑤ (C)  (B)  (A)

[38~39] 글의 흐름으로 보아, 주어진 문장이 들어가기에 가장 

적절한 곳을 고르시오.

38. 

  
Even when an innovation is consistent with a society’s 

needs, there is still no guarantee that it will be accepted.

When two cultures come into contact, they do not 

exchange every cultural item. ( ① ) If that were the case, 

here would be no cultural differences in the world today. 

( ② ) Instead, only a small number of cultural elements are 

ever diffused from one culture to another. ( ③ ) Which 

cultural item is accepted depends largely on the item’s use 

and compatibility with already existing cultural traits. ( ④ ) It 

is not likely that men’s hair dyes designed to “get out the 

gray” will diffuse into parts of rural Africa where a person’s 

status is elevated with advancing years. ( ⑤ ) For example, 

most people in the United states using US customary units 

(e.g., inch, foot, yard, mile, etc.) have resisted adopting the 

metric system even though making such a change would 

enable US citizens to interface with the rest of the world 

more efficiently.

*compatibility: 양립 가능성 
**metric system: 미터법

39.  
  
  

Furthermore, soils that are of a clay or sandy consistency 
are not as effective in growing plants.

Contrary to some beliefs, you do not need perfect soil to 

start and grow a productive garden. ( ① ) However, it is 

best to have soil that is fertile, full of organic materials that 

provide nutrients to the plant roots, and easy to dig and 

cultivate. ( ② ) Loose, well-drained soil is ideal for growing 

a good garden. ( ③ ) If there is a section of your yard 

where water does not easily drain after a good, soaking rain, 

it is best not to plant your garden in that area. ( ④ ) 

Because, the excess water will most likely drown your garden 

plants. ( ⑤ ) To make these types of soils more nutrient-rich 

and fertile, add in organic material such as compost to 

improve their quality.

*compost: 퇴비

40. 다음 글의 내용을 한 문장으로 요약하고자 한다. 빈칸 (A)와
  (B)에 들어갈 말로 가장 적절한 것은?

  

Calculating the environmental effects of food production 

is immensely complicated and there is more to take into 

account than simply the distance food travels. Food grown 

in heated greenhouses, for example, uses more fuel and 

produces more carbon emissions than food grown out in 

the open. Fertilizers and pesticides used during a crop’s 

growth will have their own associated travel and production 

impacts as well as other effects on the environment. 

Depending on economies of scale and routes travelled, large 

trucks could emit less carbon per ton carried than smaller 

ones. Whether the truck is fully loaded or not and the type 

of fuel it uses are also factors to be considered.

*economies of scale: 규모의 경제(생산 요소 투입량의
 증대에 따른 생산비 절약 또는 수익 향상)



  
The environmental effects of food production are    (A)   ,

as there are    (B)    factors to be considered. 

       (A)                (B)          
① complicated   ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧ fundamental  
② important    ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧ economical
③ complex     ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧ numerous     
④ uninfluential   ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧ plenty of
⑤ useful           ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧ ‧ noteworthy
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